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About us
Tower Street Finance is an inheritance lending specialist
that offers accessible financial products for inheritance
beneficiaries, executors and administrators of estates,
and people who want to fund the legal cost of disputing
an inheritance.
We work closely with many of the UK’s leading law firms to develop our products and we pride
ourselves on the strong relationships we have within the industry.
We say our approach to lending is pragmatic and customer focused. Others may describe it
as disruptive because we do things differently – but our sole aim is to find the perfect solution
for both solicitor and client.

Our products
• Inheritance Dispute Funding
• IHT Loan
• Inheritance Advance
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About the Inheritance
Dispute Funding Loan
Inheritance Dispute Funding is a loan to cover the legal
costs to dispute an inheritance and allow your clients to
get what’s rightfully theirs.
It’s a unique financial product because, unlike
others, we don’t ask you or your clients to jump
through expensive hurdles to assess their dispute
before we approve funding.
In addition, there are no client credit checks,
no charges over property, no personal liability
and no monthly repayments.
We know that 1 in 4 people would contest an
inheritance if they were unhappy with the division
of the estate – but a major barrier to pursing
their dispute is funding the cost of taking legal
action. Although there are other lenders that have
products that fund legal disputes, their approach
is less than ideal for the client or the firm hoping
to handle the case.

Other lenders insist on a legal assessment/
Counsel’s opinion of the inheritance dispute
before they make a decision about the loan.
This can cost your client more than £5,000,
can take months and even after all that, the
decision can still be a ‘no’.
And the risk to you is that the client could
also turn to a ‘No Win, No Fee’ firm having
given up on getting the funding in place.

We’re not like these
other lenders
With our Inheritance Dispute Funding
Loan there are no pre-application
assessment costs.
We provide funding for 100 per cent
of the legal costs and the loan is
repaid by the estate.
Our processes are straightforward,
we make quick decisions and our
products have been designed in
collaboration with legal professionals
working in the probate sector.
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How does the Inheritance Dispute loan work?

The Loan facility is
‘secured’ against the
borrower’s future
inheritance via an
assignment

The customer takes
out the loan, but
Tower Street Finance
pay it directly to the
solicitor

Payments are made
as the solicitor
presents agreed
bills to Tower Street
Finance

The funding has been
designed so there is
no Counsel’s opinion
required, no independent
advice, no insurance and
therefore, no up-front cost
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How can your client apply for an
Inheritance Dispute Funding Loan?
The client can apply for the loan on our website,
by phone or if you refer them to us, we’ll make
contact with them directly.

How much can a client borrow?
We have no upper loan limit.

How does the loan get repaid?
The loan is repaid by the estate.

How the loan is different?
Other funding options

Inheritance Dispute
Funding loan

Up to £5,000 up-front
costs just to get a
decision (which might
be “no”)

No application fee.
Arrangement fee only
charged on acceptance
and can be added to
facility

Counsel’s Opinion
“may add little value”

No external advice
required

Slow and opaque
decision making

Fast, clear decisions

May only part-fund

All costs (to the agreed
maximum facility) will
be met

Solicitors may refuse
good cases requiring
finance, as decision is
slow and uncertain

We pay as the solicitor
bills – payments will
therefore be within 14
days of bill presented

Credit checking
required for funding

No credit checks
required

Note: Up to 50% of cases can be declined
due to up-front costs/failed credit

Why Tower Street Finance?
Legal expertise
Our legal and financial experience
enables us to provide pragmatic and
competitive funding solutions which
enable you to do what you do best
for your clients.
Bespoke
By taking a more holistic approach to
funding and assessing each case on
its individual merits, we have built a
reputation for being problem solvers
and the go-to lender for even the
most complex of cases.
Simplicity
Our application process is simple and
straightforward.
Personal
When you call us you’ll speak to a
human (not a robot) and we make
quick lending decisions.
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Working with Tower Street Finance
Again, unlike other lenders we’ve made the process of working together
simple – there are no onerous processes or masses of paperwork when
you work with Tower Street Finance. The loan is taken out by the client.

The contractual relationship between
Tower Street Finance and solicitors is
covered in the tripartite agreement between
us, you and the client. We have structured
the agreement this way to ensure there is
no possibility of a conflict-of-interest arising
with your client. Any obligation the solicitor
has to Tower Street Finance is backed by
an instruction from your client.

The solicitors’ obligations to Tower Street Finance
include repayment of the funding from the
inheritance and providing the information below:
• P
 rovide information on the estate, inheritance,
and case to assist Tower Street Finance in
underwriting. We do not expect the solicitor to
warrant the accuracy of the information, just
confirmation that it is all of the information.
We accept that information often changes as
the case progresses
• P
 rovide us with a cost breakdown. We use
the summary page of “Form H” and ask for
a breakdown by phase, in summary only, to
ensure providing the information is not an
onerous task

• K
 eep us informed as the case progresses.
We do not expect an event-by-event update, but
if key facts change; if a settlement offer is made;
if the case moves to the next phase; if something
occurs that alters the fundamentals of the case
or the likely recovery, etc. We ask to be told as
soon as possible
• W
 e ask that any recovery is paid to the solicitor,
not your client, and that we are repaid from
these sums before any final distribution to the
client.
• T
 he solicitor has to pay us from estate funds
and is not personally liable.

Contact
There’s no such thing as a “typical customer” but...
• Are you aware of cases where beneficiaries have been left an inheritance, but it is palpably inadequate?
• Are there situations where there are disinherited family members/family members with no provision?
• Are there cases where our funding would work better than ‘No Win, No Fee’ situations?

Get in touch
info@towerstreetfinance.co.uk
0343 504 7100

towerstreetfinance.co.uk

